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Company: London Nanny Consultancy

Location: İstanbul

Category: other-general

GERMAN Speaking Nanny needed by a Lovely Family based in Istanbul, Turkey ~ 10-month

old Baby ~ May 2024 Start ~ 24/5 Cover 

Professional family in Istanbul are looking for a German speaking Nanny ideally (native level)

for their baby girl who will be 10 months old in early May. The family currently employ a long-term

Maternity Nurse for the baby and also a professional Nanny for their older child (aged 3.5

years old, Nanny placed by London Nanny Consultancy); the position will be mostly sole

charge with some shared care, and the Nanny will be required to only communicate with the

baby (and the older child) in German. 

Ideal candidate will be qualified in childcare, professional, engaging & proactive with a friendly

and easy-going approach and happy to work within a staffed household as the family also

employ a housekeeper and a a driver. The Nanny will be responsible for all nursery duties for

the little girl, and will be also able to travel with the family internationally. 

Working hours will be a 24/5 cover, with flexibility needed regarding the working days.

The role is live-in when on duty (room available in the family's spacious apartment). For

days off, the family provide a separate nanny apartment which is shared with the other

Nanny and within walking distance - the family's apartment is located within a luxury

residence in a great area of Istanbul. Nannies are able to use the apartment building

facilities such as the gym etc. 
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The new Nanny needs to be flexible, organised and also someone active, energetic with

interest in sports ideally to fit in with the family's lifestyle. 

Start date is early May 2024 tbd, and salary offered is negotiable based on experience and

qualifications: £1250+ per week net/£250 net per 24 hours covered. This is a long-term

permanent role and ideally for a minimum of 18 months (the little girl will start nursery school

from the age of 2 years app.). 

This is a great opportunity to work with a lovely family whom London Nanny Consultancy

can highly recommend.

If you are interested in this role and meet the family's requirements, please apply by

emailing your full CV: info@londonnannyconsultancy.com; thank you.
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